
SIMPLICITY NEVER 
TASTED BETTERPudding

Vanilla sauce - Custard

Art.no Product name Pouch Carton Preparation Whipped volume

46600 Crème Caramel - Crème Brûlée
Crème Caramel/Crème Brûlée has a fantastic texture and well 
balanced vanilla flavor. Served with caramel sauce the dessert is 
a true classic.

1x600g 8x600g Boiling water approx. 26dl

Art.no Product name Pouch Carton Preparation Whipped volume

48200 Vanilla sauce - Custard  
Vanilla sauce - Custard at its best with creamy texture and 
smooth taste. The Vanilla sauce - Custard is of course richly 
flavored with real vanilla beans and has a beautiful color and 
texture.

1x650g 8x650g Cold water approx. 40-50dl
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1 Thoroughly mix the contents of the bag in boiling water. 

2 Let the mixture rest for a few minutes and stir again. 

3 Pour the mixture into caramel sauce glazed molds or bowls. 

4 Allow to cool. Serve not too cold.

1 Thoroughly mix the contents of the bag in cold water. 

2 Let the mixture rest for a few minute. 

3 Machine beat the Vanilla sauce - Custard on top speed 
 for approx. 1-2 minutes. 

4 Vanilla sauce - Custard should be served cold.

Vanilla sauce - Custard

Crème Caramel - Crème Brûlée
Preparation:

Preparation:



Femtorp desserts

Our dessert collection provides high quality as well as exciting 
variations and dining opportunities in a simple yet elegant way.

Femtorp´s desserts are easy to make and need no extra ingredients. 
The dessert range consists of several mousses, a pudding and a 
custard.

All desserts are prepared with only cold or warm water. The desserts 
can be stored in the fridge for 5 to 6 days and can be frozen.

The mousses are pipeable and work just as well for dessert as a 
filling for cakes and pastries. 

By adding additional flavors the desserts can be served in new and 
exciting ways and has the following unique qualities.

• Made with only water

• No additional costs for milk and cream

• Fast and simple to make

• Contains neither gluten nor egg

• Low in sugar and fat

• Can be stored in the fridge for 5 to 6 days

• Have a fantastic texture and creaminess 

• Shelf life of 28 months

Simplicity never tasted better!

Mousse
Art.no Product name Pouch Carton Preparation Whipped volume

45201 Chocolate Mousse
A lovely dark chocolate mousse made   with real chocolate, with 
a rich creaminess. The mousse can be combined with almost 
anything and is a classic dessert in our assortment.

1x750g 6x750g Cold water approx. 43-48dl

45301 White Chocolate Mousse
A mousse made   from white chocolate with hints of vanilla and 
honey. A creamy classic dessert.

1x600g 8x600g Cold water approx. 38-43dl

45501 Vanilla Mousse
Mousse flavored with vanilla from Madagascar with powerful 
and distinctive taste and appearance.

1x600g 8x600g Cold water approx. 38-43dl

45601 Lemon Mousse
Fresh and slightly tart mousse made   from juice and lemon zest. 
The taste is fresh and balanced.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 36-41dl

45701 Strawberry Mousse
A complete experience of sweetness, acidity and freshness - 
simply a lovely strawberry flavor.

1x600g 8x600g Cold water approx. 36-41dl

45901 Tropical Fruits Mousse
Healthy and fresh mousse with a hint of passion fruit, mango, 
banana, grapefruit, orange, guave and pineapple.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 34-39dl

46100 Pineapple Mousse
Soft and fresh mousse made   with both the pulp and the juice of 
pineapple.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 36-41dl

46200 Wild Orange Mousse
Blood orange mousse with tart taste and mature strength. A real 
treat.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 36-41dl

1 Thoroughly mix the contents of the bag in cold water. 

2 Let the mixture rest for a few minutes.

3 Machine beat the mousse on top speed for 
 approx. 3-5 minutes. 

4 Then cool the mousse well.

Art.no Product name Pouch Carton Preparation Whipped volume

46300 Lingonberry Mousse
Fresh and creamy mousse with both sweetness and acidity in 
perfect balance. The lovely and distinct color and flavor of the 
lingonberry stands out clearly.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 36-41dl

46400 Dessert Neutral Mousse
A sweetened mousse bas for Your own seasoning.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 43-48dl

46500 Culinaire Mousse
A neutral mousse bas for Your own seasoning. Mix the mousse 
with cold liquid such as puree, juice, stock or similar.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 45-50dl

46800 Nougat Mousse
Delicious and fluffy nougat mousse with amazing taste of cara-
melised hazelnuts and honey - creamy and light brown in color.

1x600g 8x600g Cold water approx. 43-48dl

46900 Noir Mousse
Dark chocolate mousse with full bodied and rich chocolate 
flavor. A little tougher and darker mousse.

1x600g 8x600g Cold water approx. 28-33dl

48300 Apple Cinnamon Mousse
Apple Cinnamon Mousse tastes of baked apple with cinnamon 
and has a lovely creaminess. A taste experience beyond the 
ordinary.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 32-37dl

49100 Tiramisù Mix
A mix with flavors of almond, orange, amaretto and mascar-
pone. The mix can be served as a filling for the classic dessert 
Tiramisu and other desserts.

1x500g 8x500g Cold water approx. 36-41dl

Mousse
Preparation:


